Racketmen lose 2 straight; bow to Brown and Williams

By Joe Steele
The teams lost to two strong opponents last week, bowing to Brown and Williams at Providence and to 90 at Williams-town.

Against Brown Wednesday afternoon, the only two Tech wins ocurred in singles, while Dave Chandler '66 and Carl Weissgerber '86 scored at the number one and two positions. Weissgerber played some of his best tennis to date, coming from behind to defeat Bob Bruce 1-6, 6-2, 6-3. Lifeline Chandler was in good form and handled Georges Schneiderein 6-3, 6-1. Coach Crocker's doubles teams lost but three matches, managing to give Brown an easy victory.

The Williams team, fresh from a 4-2 victory over a crack squad, lost only one set in the 9-2 victory over the engineers. The only bright spot for MIT came when Chandler's precision lobbing led to a 7-5 first set over Tom Thornhill. But Thornhill regained his poise and ran off eleven straight games, winning 6-0, 6-1.

Brown
Dave Chandler '66, Robin Luebelle '64, Carl Weissgerber '86, Fred Dobrow '65, George Connell '66, Joe Smullin '69, Don Asger 70, Sandy Guintoli '68, Stuey Thompson '65, George Foote '68, Zutecks '66.

Williams
Terry Cronberg '68, Joe Smullin '69, Don Asger '70, Sandy Guintoli '68, Stuey Thompson '65, George Foote '68, Zutecks '66.

The first and second heavyweights, Weissgerber '68 and Dobrow, and two by Wa-

In doubles, Reise and Hall Wick survived a Belmont rally to win 6-3, 4-6, Clapp and Smith, and Wood and Ebeling lost their two matches.

Coaches cheer Yalor
The golf team won its second match of the season, tying Tu-

That's why his next bottle cap collection was this one.

The Tech, x7231 or writing P.O. Box 270
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

M.I.T. DRAMASHOW "COUNTRY SCANDAL"
By ANTON CHEKHOV
Directed by JOSPEH EVERINGHAM

8:30 P.M.
Thursday, April 28 Through Saturday, April 30
Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7
Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium
All Tickets $1.50
Reservations UN 4-6900, Ext. 2910

Sailors drop to sixth at Harvard; Fote, Zuteck skipper for Tech

By John Kopelov
Sailing with a mixture of stand- 
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